
BATTERY-POWERED SMOOTHING MACHINE

CABLE-FREE  •  ERGONOMIC  •  POWERFUL Item. 5010-000

scan & watch the video



THE FUTURE FOR SCREED LAYERS

MAXIMUM POWER

BATTERY-POWERED SMOOTHING MACHINE
WITHOUT CABLE
Makes everyday work much easier and includes many great features specially 
adapted to the needs of the user on the construction site.

No more annoying cable winding and unwinding and
no more dangerous tripping hazards.

The battery-powered smoothing machine comes with a battery-powered LED 
light, flooring trowel, bluetooth speaker and a water bottle.

MADE IN AUSTRIA
The smoothing machine is produced in-house in Austria.
We have a very high quality standard, so every machine goes
through a strict quality control.

The battery-powered smoothing machine is operated with two 56 volt,
12 Ah high-performance batteries. The total weight of both batteries is 7.3 kg.

With a battery runtime of up to 110 min, around 300 m² of screed can be smoothed.

The charging time of a battery is only 80 minutes.
The battery lifetime is 1200 charging cycles, after which it still has a capacity of at least 60%.

TWO SPEEDS
130 and 155 rpm

BATTERY LEVEL INDICATOR
The charge level is permanently displayed
and is also visible at all times during work.



THE MOTOR PROTECTION BAR 
The motor protection bar, which is also a fold-out
carrying handle, protects the spine during transport. 

THE DRAWBAR
The drawbar is ergonomically shaped and can be continuously adjusted to 
the user‘s height by a gas pressure damper. 

THE SWITCH
The switch is operated with the whole hand and
this prevents overloading of the index fi nger.

MAXIMUM COMFORT

MAXIMUM USER EXPERIENCE

SOFT START
The soft start of the motor protects the user
and makes starting much more comfortable.

CONTROL
The smoothing machine can be controlled with very little eff ort. 

SWITCH OFF
The soft start of the motor protects the user
and makes starting much more comfortable.



SMOOTHING TROWEL DISC PRESSED
Diameter 60 cm

Item. Version Weight

5040-601 45° edge, 3 mm 8,0 kg
5040-602 45° edge, 3,5 mm 8,7 kg
5040-604 fl at edge, 4 mm 9,5 kg

SMOOTHING TROWEL DISC TURNED
WITH ALUMINIUM SUPPORT DISC
edge with fase, thickness 5,6 mm

Item. Diameter Weight

5040-600 60 cm 20,6 kg
5040-700 70 cm 24,8 kg 

SMOOTHING TROWEL DISC PRESSED
diameter 56 cm, small edge 45°,
thickness 4 mm,
with adapter, weight 8,9 kg

Item. 5040-560

SANDING DISC WK 16
44 cm with support plate, weight 9,4 kg

Item. 4500-440

INDIVIDUALLY EXPANDABLE
Smoothing discs in various designs and dimensions can be easily attached by adapters, aluminium support plate or fl ange connection.

Our accessories for the battery-powered smoothing machine include everything that the user need. This means charger and batteries with suitable transport case,
as well as a variety of high-quality smoothing discs and sanding discs.
Of course, all items are also available separately.

NOTE: The INNOXAT battery-powered smoothing machine weighs 44.3 kg including both batteries.  The weight of the respective smoothing disc has to be added.

BATTERY SET
2 batteries, 1 quick charger (for single battery), 1 transpot box

Item. 5020-000


